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2012-07-06 12:00 am INDIEbusiness Welcome to #HandmadeChat, a weekly Twitter talk show to help you

be successful making, buying and selling handmade products. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:00 am NatGoodSoaps Hi @Donnaderosa #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:00 am INDIEbusiness The mission of #HandmadeChat is to help #handmade entrepreneurs

sell more of the products you make, and have fun doing it! #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:00 am SoapCoach Hey @donnaderosa! Glad you made it! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:00 am INDIEbusiness Here we go! Courtesy heads up to my followers, I'll be leading #

HandmadeChat until 9pm ET. Thank you! http://t.co/z8mGOVBB

2012-07-06 12:00 am HandmadeChat Welcome to #HandmadeChat, weekly Twitter talk show to help you

be successful making, buying and selling handmade products. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:01 am INDIEbusiness I'm your host, Donna Maria, founder & CEO of Indie Beauty Network

and handmade entrepreneur's mentor and coach. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:01 am NatGoodSoaps RT @INDIEbusiness: Here we go! Courtesy heads up to my

followers, Ill be leading #HandmadeChat until 9pm ET. Thank you!  #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:01 am AlaiaWilliams @INDIEbusiness heard you're talking about content marketing

tonight. Might have to do some chat stalking #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:01 am INDIEbusiness IBN offers coaching, training and affordable products liability

insurance for #handmade entrepreneurs http://t.co/hn9L0SnJ #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:01 am SoapCoach Hey @mayaindia aka grasshopper...glad you could join us tonight!

Get ready for some good info! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:01 am NatGoodSoaps Next week on #HandmadeChat, @anniesgoathill on leads a

discussion on increasing your productivity. Can't wait for that!

2012-07-06 12:01 am INDIEbusiness Tonight's #HandmadeChat is sponsored by @essentialwhlsl, natural

and organic unscented cosmetics and private label. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:02 am INDIEbusiness Facilitating tonight is @soapcoach, classes to help you make your

own #handmade soaps and cosmetics. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:02 am SoapCoach @INDIEbusiness: Tonights #HandmadeChat is sponsored by 

@essentialwhlsl, natural & organic unscented cosmetics & private

label. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:02 am INDIEbusiness Tonight's topic is content marketing ideas for your newsletter and

blog. We're all in this together. Let's go! #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:03 am HandmadeChat Tonight's topic is content marketing ideas for your newsletter and

blog. We're all in this together. Let's go! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:03 am SoapCoach Thanks @indiebusiness! So glad to be here to chat it up about
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content marketing for newsletters/blogs. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:03 am SoapCoach Q1 IS IT IMPORTANT FOR YOU TO PUBLISH BLOG POSTS AND

NEWSLETTERS REGULARLY? WHY OR WHY NOT? #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:04 am YouScentMe Thanks to @essentialwhlsl for sponsoring tonight's handmade chat.n

#handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:04 am INDIEbusiness RT @SoapCoach: Q1 IS IT IMPORTANT FOR YOU TO PUBLISH

BLOG POSTS AND NEWSLETTERS REGULARLY? WHY OR WHY

NOT? #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:05 am essensu RT @INDIEbusiness Here we go! Courtesy heads up to my followers,

I'll be leading #HandmadeChat until 9pm ET. Thank u! 

http://t.co/HV4OapHK

2012-07-06 12:05 am anniesgoathill Hello everyone! I am experiencing technical difficulties, so I may be in

and out during the chat.   Excited to be here! #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:05 am donnaderosa Yes, for SEO purposes. The more the publish, the higher your ranking

with google, etc. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:05 am INDIEbusiness @alaiawilliams Super! Feel free to do more than stalk. Any content

marketing tips you'd like to share are welcome at #HandmadeChat!

2012-07-06 12:05 am SoapCoach A1a Regular postings and newsletters keep your brand in front of your

subscribers #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:06 am INDIEbusiness RT @donnaderosa: Yes, for SEO purposes. The more the publish,

the higher your ranking with google, etc. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:06 am NatGoodSoaps Q1: Also a great way to stay connected to customers.n #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:06 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach A1 yes. I don't do it as often as I should, but publishing

regularly helps me stay in touch with my audience #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:06 am SoapCoach @donnaderosa: Yes, for SEO purposes. The more the publish, the

higher your ranking with google, etc. - Yes important w/blogs #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:06 am NatGoodSoaps @anniesgoathill glad you can make it. I too am having technical

difficulties. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:06 am anniesgoathill RT @SoapCoach: A1a Regular postings and newsletters keep your

brand in front of your subscribers #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:06 am INDIEbusiness Blog and newsletter are also important keep in touch strategy with

customers. Usually easier to sell to existing subscribers. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:06 am SoapCoach RT @AlaiaWilliams: A1 yes. I dont do it as often as I should, but

publishing regularly helps me stay in touch with my audience #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:07 am NatGoodSoaps One of my blog posts showed up in Google Alerts today! LOL #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:07 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach A1 it allows me to share news, tips, and resources that

help my audience which helps them see me as a resource #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:07 am INDIEbusiness RT @SoapCoach: A1a Regular postings and newsletters keep your

brand in front of your subscribers #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:07 am mayamade blog/newsletter then yes they need to be reg. people expect it & it is

more pro. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:07 am anniesgoathill RT @NatGoodSoaps: One of my blog posts showed up in Google

Alerts today! (Excellent!!!) #handmadechat
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2012-07-06 12:07 am SoapCoach @alaiawilliams you can set systems in place to help schedule your

blogs/newsletters, any suggestions? #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:08 am INDIEbusiness Entrepreneurs are publishers -- publishing content that markets your

business is not optional -- if you want to be profitable. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:09 am SoapCoach RT @mayamade: blog/newsletter then yes they need to be reg.

people expect it & it is more pro. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:09 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach yes you certainly can. I've created my own custom

editorial calendar for social media, blogs, and newsletters #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:09 am INDIEbusiness Whoops, forgot to use A1 for my answers. Duh-o. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:09 am NatGoodSoaps I am still old fashion and use paper calendar but not sure if I found an

online system to help. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:09 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach also, Editorial Calendar is a helpful Wordpress plugin -

gives you a better view of when your posts are going out. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:10 am INDIEbusiness What does this mean? --> RT @mayamade: blog/newsletter then yes

they need to be reg. people expect it & it is more pro. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:10 am BrooklynBath just made it in time for  #handmadechat Hi Everyone!

2012-07-06 12:10 am LiveLoveDew @INDIEbusiness it helps those customers who may have been 1 time

buyers to be repeat customers, keeps your brand in their face #

handmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:10 am SoapCoach RT @NatGoodSoaps: I am still old fashion and use paper calendar

but not sure if I found an online system to help. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:10 am mayamade two scheduling sites i've used is hootsuite and mailchimp #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:10 am mayamade @BrooklynBath welcome!n #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:10 am NatGoodSoaps RT @indiebusiness: Whoops, forgot to use A1 for my answers.

Duh-o. #HandmadeChat (ME TOO!)

2012-07-06 12:10 am HandmadeChat @BrooklynBath Hi Rose! Great to have you here. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:10 am Julie_Wylie @BrooklynBath Hi, I just got here as well. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:10 am anniesgoathill Hello @BrooklynBath! Glad you were able to join!n #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:11 am INDIEassist a1: If you don't keep your ideas in front of your audience, your

products aren't as interesting. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:11 am SoapCoach @natgoodsoap A1 consider using apps on cell for alerts to remind

about publishing newsletters/blogs #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:11 am MeadowHillFarm Hi - so new to thisn #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:11 am BrooklynBath RT @SoapCoach: @natgoodsoap A1 consider using apps on cell for

alerts to remind about publishing newsletters/blogs #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:11 am LiveLoveDew @INDIEbusiness A1 me too! Also at our first local event we had 30

people sign up for our newsletter so people have an interest #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:11 am INDIEbusiness .@Julie_Wylie @BrooklynBath Great to see you at  #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:11 am mayamade @INDIEbusiness it means that if you write a blog or a newsletter, then

it needs to be reliable & available to your customers. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:11 am NatGoodSoaps RT @indiebusiness: Tonight's #HandmadeChat is sponsored by 

@EssentialWhlsl, natural and organic unscented cosmetics and

private label....
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2012-07-06 12:11 am INDIEbusiness Super to have you. You'll get great tips each week to help you grow

your business! RT @MeadowHillFarm: Hi - so new to this #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:11 am mayamade @MeadowHillFarm welcome!n #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:12 am SoapCoach Very good suggestions for scheduling - I use timely.is RT 

@mayamade: two scheduling sites ive used is hootsuite and

mailchimp #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:12 am NatGoodSoaps RT @Julie_Wylie: @BrooklynBath Hi, I just got here as well. HI

JULIE! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:12 am INDIEbusiness So true! --> RT @mayamade: if you write a blog or a newsletter, then

it needs to be reliable & available to your customers. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:12 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @MeadowHillFarm: Hi - so new to this, Me too! ;)n #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:12 am NatGoodSoaps Hi @brooklynbath!! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:12 am SoapPrizes Jumping into #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:12 am INDIEbusiness RT @INDIEassist: a1: If you don't keep your ideas in front of your

audience, your products aren't as interesting. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:12 am anniesgoathill A1a Customers, especially new ones, tell me all of the time, "Don't

stop writing, I enjoy it too much!" It makes a difference. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:12 am SoapCoach Q2 HOW DO YOU ORGANIZE YOUR PUBLICATION IDEAS? DO

YOU HAVE AN EDITORIAL CALENDAR? SHOULD YOU? #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:12 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach i also use google calendar #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:13 am donnaderosa If you publish on a regular schedule, people will know to keep coming

back. If you do it on and off, they slip away. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:13 am Julie_Wylie What are some good topics to include in a newsletter? #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:13 am anniesgoathill RT @INDIEbusiness @mayamade: if you write a blog or a newsletter,

then it needs to be reliable & available to your customers. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:13 am NatGoodSoaps RT @SoapPrizes: Jumping into HI @SoapPrizes! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:13 am anniesgoathill Q2 I chart out topics.  I try to calendar them by month, by topic, etc... .

#handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:14 am SoapCoach Hi @soapprizes @brooklynbath @julie_wylie so glad you could join

us #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:14 am INDIEbusiness Me too! It's easy and the color coding rocks! --> RT @AlaiaWilliams: 

@SoapCoach I also use google calendar #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:14 am mayamade @INDIEbusiness customers learn to depend on

newsletters/emails/blog posts/ fb posts & also learn if seller isn't

dependable  #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:14 am INDIEassist A2: I use the @teuxdeux app to record my ideas for future blog posts.

I try to connect my topic with my product. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:14 am SoapCoach RT @INDIEbusiness: Me too! Its easy and the color coding rocks! -->

RT @AlaiaWilliams: @SoapCoach I also use google calendar #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:14 am INDIEbusiness RT @SoapCoach: Q2 HOW DO YOU ORGANIZE YOUR

PUBLICATION IDEAS? DO YOU HAVE AN EDITORIAL

CALENDAR? SHOULD YOU? #handmadechat
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2012-07-06 12:14 am mayamade @anniesgoathill love this idea! thanks!n #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:15 am SoapCoach RT @anniesgoathill: Q2 I chart out topics.  I try to calendar them by

month, by topic, etc... .   #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:15 am anniesgoathill I like that @donnaderosa, consistency really does matter.   #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:15 am NatGoodSoaps @SoapCoach I get to upgrade my phone to a droid on 7/10 so I am

going to be app crazy! LOL #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:15 am INDIEassist @indiebusiness @AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach Yes - I have a geek

crush on Google Calendar :) #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:15 am NatGoodSoaps RT @meadowhillfarm: Hi - so new to thisn #handmadechat 

WELCOME

2012-07-06 12:15 am MeadowHillFarm I find it hard to find the time to update blog.  I've been using FB

exclusively.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:15 am SoapCoach RT @anniesgoathill: I like that @donnaderosa, consistency really

does matter.   #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:15 am HandmadeChat Q1 IS IT IMPORTANT FOR YOU TO PUBLISH BLOG POSTS AND

NEWSLETTERS REGULARLY? WHY OR WHY NOT? #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:15 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach A2 yes, I have an editorial calendar. I organize it using

Google Calendar #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:15 am HandmadeChat Q2 HOW DO YOU ORGANIZE YOUR PUBLICATION IDEAS? DO

YOU HAVE AN EDITORIAL CALENDAR? SHOULD YOU? #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:15 am SoapCoach RT @NatGoodSoaps: @SoapCoach I get to upgrade my phone to a

droid on 7/10 so I am going to be app crazy! LOL (you'll be glad) #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:16 am SoapPrizes If you use WordPress as your blog platform, there is a great editorial

cal plug-in http://t.co/I6RhpmSD #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:16 am anniesgoathill A2 I use Google Calendar quite a bit for the farm and my business.   #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:16 am mayamade @INDIEbusiness I do it as a monthly, jan. is cold & i write out homey

ideas, feb. is valentines day, march is spring, etc. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:16 am BrooklynBath My evernote app allows me to write content and upload images #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:16 am itiba Good night to all! 1st time on the chat! #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:17 am INDIEbusiness RT @SoapPrizes: If you use WordPress as your blog platform, there

is a great editorial cal plug-in http://t.co/KxU2x4MK #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:17 am SoapCoach RT @SoapPrizes: If you use WordPress as your blog platform, there

is a great editorial cal plug-in http://t.co/xf6yYh8M #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:17 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @anniesgoathill: A2 I use Google Calendar quite a bit for the farm

and my business.   #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:17 am HandmadeChat RT @brooklynbath: My evernote app allows me to write content and

upload images #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:17 am SoapCoach RT @BrooklynBath: My evernote app allows me to write content and

upload images #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:17 am HandmadeChat RT @soapprizes: If you use WordPress as your blog platform, there is

a great editorial cal plug-in http://t.co/ZDVS0wCx #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:17 am LiveLoveDew RT @INDIEassist: @indiebusiness @AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach

Yes - I have a geek crush on Google Calendar :) #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:17 am NatGoodSoaps Q2a: I usually publish things that I have been up to with NGS. Never
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thought of an editorial calendar. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:17 am itiba I see blogs r important. How do u find time and content to write

about?n #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:17 am SoapCoach A2 Wow we have evernote, google calender, wordpress

apps...anything else? #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:17 am INDIEassist @itiba Good night! Thank you for joining us! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:18 am NatGoodSoaps RT @itiba: Good night to all! 1st time on the chat! WELCOME #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:18 am SoapCoach Hi @itiba thanks for joining in! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:18 am smellgoodslady @NatGoodSoaps Don't you love that?! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:18 am anniesgoathill RT @itiba: I see blogs r important. How do u find time and content to

write about? (The more you write, the easier it gets!) #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:18 am itiba @INDIEassist Thx. Interested in blog topic. Have wp, but find I use it

less and less.n #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:19 am INDIEbusiness @itiba It's a challenge. You don't "find" time. You schedule time to

blog in advance. Otherwise, it doesn't get done :) #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:19 am LiveLoveDew @SoapCoach A2 is it okay to use some of your blog posts in your

newsletter?  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:19 am donnaderosa A2 I made my own calendar in excel. I'm old school. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:19 am SoapCoach @itiba I think it takes practice..you have to schedule time and make

yourself do it #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:19 am INDIEassist @itiba I come up with topics during my workouts each morning - two

birds with one stone. Peaceful, creative time. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:20 am NatGoodSoaps TO DO LIST: Apps, utilize Google Cal more and set up a timeframe

for blogging and newsletter..Check check & check!  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:20 am SoapCoach If it works no need to fix it ;-) RT @donnaderosa: A2 I made my own

calendar in excel. Im old school. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:20 am smellgoodslady @NatGoodSoaps I also use Google Alerts for blog content. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:20 am INDIEbusiness @donnaderosa Whatever works. Excel is as good as anything else, if

it works for you, right?! #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:20 am itiba @INDIEbusiness What about hiring, asking someone to assist? ghost

writer in a sense #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:20 am SoapCoach RT @INDIEassist: @itiba I come up w/topics during my workouts

each morning - two birds with one stone. Peaceful, creative time #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:20 am NatGoodSoaps @LiveLoveDew I usually have a blog listing in my newsletter and

have links to the blogs. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:20 am INDIEassist @donnaderosa I <3 excel too :) #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:20 am anniesgoathill RT @SoapCoach: @itiba I think it takes practice..you have to

schedule time and make yourself do it (& schedule several posts) #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:20 am SoapCoach RT @smellgoodslady: @NatGoodSoaps I also use Google Alerts for

blog content. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:21 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @NatGoodSoaps: TO DO LIST: Apps, utilize Google Cal more

and set up a timeframe for blogging and newsletter. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:21 am itiba @SoapCoach I was good at that, but then paperwork began to build.

It is a matter of sticking to it and creating time. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:21 am mayamade @anniesgoathill its hard! plan the time, & when starting out us the
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blog hop ideas (ten blogs all write on the same idea.) #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:21 am INDIEbusiness @INDIEassist I do too. Record ideas using iPhone while I run.

They're saved for blogging when I'm ready, I don't forget them. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:21 am anniesgoathill RT @smellgoodslady: @NatGoodSoaps I also use Google Alerts for

blog content. (I agree! Another good place.) #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:21 am SoapCoach Q3 HAVE YOU FIGURED OUT WAYS TO USE CUSTOMER

COMMENTS AS CONTENT INSPIRATION? #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:21 am INDIEassist @itiba @INDIEbusiness I personally think your own authentic voice is

important. Outsource things less personal. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:21 am smellgoodslady A1 Yes. Both. Holds the interest. It works too. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:22 am bethschillaci @LiveLoveDew @SoapCoach Not everyone will see your blog, so

doing a digest of blog posts is good for newsletter #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:22 am itiba @INDIEassist does it matter if topics are not related? ie, soap blog

talking about fashion #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:22 am NatGoodSoaps Luckily my office work is slow in the summer so I can work on both 

@Natgoodsoaps & @Essenceandaroma at work. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:22 am SoapCoach I add the title when I think of a blog post that I am not ready to write

but know I need to as a draft & finish later #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:22 am anniesgoathill Google reader - subscribe to a variety of blogs.  Amazing how you

find ideas for content for your own biz. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:23 am itiba @INDIEassist thx #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:23 am donnaderosa I think people are interested in what inspires you, doesnt always have

to be about soap. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:23 am smellgoodslady A2 Good ole' notebook, Notes, and Voice Memo. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:23 am mayaindia I have lots of ideas that are generated from customer comments, just

have to get them in the blog! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:23 am LiveLoveDew @NatGoodSoaps A2 - Awesome idea!  I also started a newsletter for

1st time customers & those who sign up, is this a good idea? #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:23 am mayamade @itiba no one wants me to write about fashion, so i stick to soap &

beauty, but others may do different, no harm no foul #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:23 am INDIEassist @itiba My topics are very frequently not related, but I weave them into

the product w/a story. FInd commonalities &n use them! #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:23 am INDIEbusiness Idea: I know person who uses @mailchimp to create a weekly digest

of blog posts as a sort of substitute for email newsletter. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:24 am SoapPrizes Great point. RT @donnaderosa: I think people are interested in what

inspires you, doesnt always have to be about soap. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:24 am smellgoodslady @itiba Good might. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:24 am INDIEassist RT @soapcoach: Q3 HAVE YOU FIGURED OUT WAYS TO USE

CUSTOMER COMMENTS AS CONTENT INSPIRATION? #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:24 am mayaindia Oops, sorry, that was A3 #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:24 am mayamade @INDIEbusiness great idea!n #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:24 am HandmadeChat Q3 HAVE YOU FIGURED OUT WAYS TO USE CUSTOMER

COMMENTS AS CONTENT INSPIRATION? #handmadechat
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2012-07-06 12:24 am INDIEbusiness Q3 HAVE YOU FIGURED OUT WAYS TO USE CUSTOMER

COMMENTS AS CONTENT INSPIRATION? #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:25 am INDIEassist RT @donnaderosa: I think people are interested in what inspires you,

doesnt always have to be about soap. #HandmadeChat < agree. Be

yourself

2012-07-06 12:25 am SoapCoach RT @donnaderosa: I think people are interested in what inspires you,

doesnt always have to be about soap. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:25 am INDIEassist RT @soapcoach: I add  title when I think of a blog post that I'm not

ready 2 write but know I need 2 as a draft & finish later #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:25 am NatGoodSoaps Q3a I haven't found a way to do it as of yet. I do profile a soap if it

gets a lot of love from customers. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:25 am itiba with new FB features, I have turned to doing mini-blog posts there. do

u think that cheapens the wp blog?  #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:26 am SoapCoach A3 - Using customer questions make good content for a blog or

newsletter #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:26 am INDIEassist RT @anniesgoathill: Google reader - subscribe to a variety of blogs. 

Amazing how you find ideas for content for your own biz. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:26 am mayamade @INDIEassist yes, customers asks about a certain ingredient and i

can blog about that. or why use/don't use an e.o/herb, etc.  #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:26 am INDIEbusiness A3 Using customer questions is an easy way to answer customers in

general. If one person has question, others probably do too #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:26 am INDIEassist @anniesgoathill AMEN!!!! Could not agree more. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:26 am itiba @HandmadeChat I have once or twice, but I usually end up doing

notes on FB #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:27 am LiveLoveDew @SoapCoach I go through phases where I will write a bunch of posts

at least halfway, my problem is being more consistent #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:27 am itiba RT @SoapCoach: A3 - Using customer questions make good content

for a blog or newsletter #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:27 am INDIEassist @itiba I think FB should drive traffic to your blog, not vice versa... #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:27 am NatGoodSoaps RT @soapcoach: A3 - Using customer questions make good content

for a blog or newsletter #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:27 am INDIEbusiness @itiba FaceBook pushes content down; it's hard to find after few

days. Besides, FaceBook changes lots. Not reliable long term. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:27 am SoapCoach So instead of FB post it as a blog - RT @itiba: @HandmadeChat I

have once or twice, but I usually end up doing notes on FB #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:27 am anniesgoathill A3 Customer comments are very useful for content. Ex: a Q&A post,

or a response post, based on customer comment.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:27 am SoapCoach You want to get SEO for your site not FB RT @itiba: @

HandmadeChat I have once or twice, but I usually end up doing

notes on FB #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:28 am smellgoodslady @INDIEassist I see I'm not the only one who does that. Niccce. #

handmadechat
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2012-07-06 12:28 am donnaderosa You don't own the data on FB. With a blog, you own your own

archives. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:28 am SoapPrizes Exactly. Your blog should be your hub. RT @INDIEassist: @itiba I

think FB should drive traffic to your blog, not vice versa... #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:28 am BrooklynBath RT @donnaderosa: You don't own the data on FB. With a blog, you

own your own archives. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:28 am INDIEbusiness BINGO! --> RT @SoapCoach: You want to get SEO for your site not

FB @itiba #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:28 am NatGoodSoaps I usually link convo from FB to my blog and then add to my

newsletter. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:28 am itiba @SoapCoach I have not tied my site to my blog. Just not that tech

savvy #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:28 am smellgoodslady RT @INDIEassist: @itiba I come up with topics during my workouts

each morning - two birds with one stone. Peaceful, creative time. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:28 am INDIEbusiness RT @donnaderosa: You dont own the data on FB. With a blog, you

own your own archives. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:29 am AlaiaWilliams @HandmadeChat A3 all the time! I use the questions I get most

often to guide what I write about, share, and teach  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:29 am itiba @INDIEbusiness true, but I find most of my customer interactions

highest thru FB. Twitter interaction is pretty dismal #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:29 am anniesgoathill A3 Blog about what you know.  You would be amazed what shows up

later as #1 in search engine! And link back later!!  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:30 am anniesgoathill Writing inspiration comes from so many different places.  Keep pen &

paper on hand to write down blog/newsletter ideas   #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:30 am NatGoodSoaps I am happy that I switched web host & web platform to have my blog

on my website directly. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:30 am AlaiaWilliams @itiba FB posts pretty much have a lifespan of 18hrs or less. and I

don't go digging on FB, but will look at blog archives #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:31 am BrooklynBath RT @anniesgoathill: Writing inspiration comes from so many different

places.  Keep pen & paper on hand to write down blog/newsletter

ideas   #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:31 am anniesgoathill @itiba Sometimes the interaction isn't there via comments, etc..., but

watch the numbers.  The number of readers per topic. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:31 am INDIEassist @itiba @INDIEbusiness That's very deceptive. "Likes" don't equal

engagement. Use Google Analytics to see the truth. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:31 am NatGoodSoaps I link FB status to Twitter and that helps my following and

conversations with customers. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:31 am donnaderosa And always use images in your blog posts. Most search engine traffic

will find you thru image searches. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:31 am smellgoodslady @bethschillaci @livelovedew @soapcoach Very true. The blog hits

soar even more when added to newsletter. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:31 am SoapCoach Great move! RT @NatGoodSoaps: I am happy that I switched web

host & web platform to have my blog on my website directly. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:31 am smellgoodslady RT @bethschillaci: @LiveLoveDew @SoapCoach Not everyone will

see your blog, so doing a digest of blog posts is good for newsletter #

handmadechat
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2012-07-06 12:31 am INDIEbusiness @itiba That's great! I say keep using FaceBook, but don't rely on it.

You don't own/control it. Use it, but own your core. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:31 am anniesgoathill RT @donnaderosa: And always use images in your blog posts. Most

search engine traffic will find you thru image searches. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:31 am NatGoodSoaps A customer found me on Twitter and within days he scheduled a

soapmaking class for him and his wife.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:32 am smellgoodslady Ditto. RT @donnaderosa: I think people are interested in what

inspires you, doesnt always have to be about soap. #HandmadeChat

”

2012-07-06 12:32 am SoapCoach RT @smellgoodslady: @bethschillaci @livelovedew Very true. The

blog hits soar even more when added to newsletter (YES THEY DO)

#handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:32 am INDIEbusiness .@SoapCoach @NatGoodSoaps I am about to put IBN's blog on

IBN's website. Up until now, they've been separate. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:32 am INDIEassist RT @alaiawilliams: FB posts  have a lifespan of 18hrs or less.I don't

go digging on FB, but will look at blog archives #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:32 am itiba @INDIEassist I do get a fair share of engagements/discussions not

likes. I guess for me, i just decided 2 focus on FB #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:33 am SoapCoach Q4 HOW DO YOU USE HOLIDAYS AND SPECIAL OCCASIONS AS

#NEWSLETTER CONTENT INSPIRATION? #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:33 am NatGoodSoaps RT @indiebusiness: BINGO! --> RT @SoapCoach: You want to get

SEO for your site not FB @itiba #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:33 am INDIEassist RT @indiebusiness: @itiba I say keep using FB, but don't rely on it.

You don't own/control it. Use it, but own your core. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:33 am LiveLoveDew @anniesgoathill @itiba But do you want engagement?  People to

comment on blog posts?  Or are the #'s what's really important?  #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:33 am itiba For next yr, will look more into developing blog & tie in 2 site.  #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:33 am NatGoodSoaps I begin blog posts and newsletter at work then add pictures and

schedule release when I get home.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:33 am BrooklynBath RT @INDIEassist: RT @alaiawilliams: FB posts  have a lifespan of

18hrs or less.I don't go digging on FB, but will look at blog archives #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:34 am NatGoodSoaps Q4a: Personal holiday stories, favorite memories etc work around the

holidays. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:34 am INDIEbusiness RT @SoapCoach: Q4 HOW DO YOU USE HOLIDAYS AND

SPECIAL OCCASIONS AS #NEWSLETTER CONTENT

INSPIRATION? #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:34 am anniesgoathill A4 There is always room for content, what holiday offerings you have,

what holiday-related #handmade products you've listed.   #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:34 am itiba @LiveLoveDew engagement/interaction, discussion, I find that more

with Fb than w/ blog posts #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:34 am HandmadeChat RT @SoapCoach: Q4 HOW DO YOU USE HOLIDAYS AND

SPECIAL OCCASIONS AS #NEWSLETTER CONTENT

INSPIRATION? #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:35 am anniesgoathill Customer comments are very useful for content. Ex: a Q&A post, or a

response post, based on customer comment. #HandmadeChat
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2012-07-06 12:35 am SoapPrizes Anyone find a certain day of the week or time of day better for

posting? I find evenings work best for me #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:35 am SoapCoach RT @NatGoodSoaps: Q4a: Personal holiday stories, favorite

memories etc work around the holidays (People love knowing you

more) #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:35 am NatGoodSoaps @itiba, once you begin to build your content your interaction will grow

with customers. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:35 am anniesgoathill @LiveLoveDew Interaction does definitely matter, it isn't all about who

reads!  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:36 am mayaindia Using a special fragrance or holiday themed item as inspiration would

work for me. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:36 am LiveLoveDew @itiba So keep blogging, even though there isn't necessarily

interaction via comments?  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:36 am SoapCoach A4 holidays can give you a theme for your monthly editorial calender 

#handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:36 am INDIEassist @soapprizes Know your audience. 65% of FB users check FB before

work, so early morning is good there. Weekends are slow. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:36 am NatGoodSoaps I send reminders on FB to sign up for my newsletter and that helps. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:37 am itiba @NatGoodSoaps for the most part, my customers r not the ones

interacting w/ blog posts. Customers interact more on FB,  #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:37 am SoapCoach RT @LiveLoveDew: @itiba So keep blogging, even though there isnt

necessarily interaction via comments? (YES, It will come) #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:37 am SoapCoach RT @NatGoodSoaps: I send reminders on FB to sign up for my

newsletter and that helps. (I do that too and on twitter) #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:38 am INDIEassist @livelovedew @itiba Absolutely! Comments do NOT = audience,

reach or engagement. They are an ego boost, not a business boost. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:38 am INDIEbusiness @LiveLoveDew Every situation is different. But no one will ever come

to your blog unless they see you committed there first. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:38 am BrooklynBath RT @INDIEassist: @soapprizes Know your audience. 65% of FB

users check FB before work, so early morning is good there.

Weekends are slow. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:38 am itiba @SoapCoach Will increase next yr when I have more time set aside.

Thx 4 input and info. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:38 am SoapCoach RT @mayaindia: Using a special fragrance or holiday themed item as

inspiration would work for me (there you go---now go!) #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:39 am SoapPrizes @itiba @NatGoodSoaps FB is great for customer interaction. Blogs

will drive new traffic via search to you. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:39 am NatGoodSoaps It does take time to understand how to link all of the social media

outlets but it is a wonderful thing once done. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:39 am SoapCoach Q5 DO YOU SHARE PERSONAL LIFE EVENTS IN YOUR

NEWSLETTER OR BLOG? HOW DO YOU DRAW THE "PERSONAL

LIFE" LINE? #handmadechat
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2012-07-06 12:39 am smellgoodslady @SoapPrizes Mornings work best for me. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:39 am INDIEassist RT @indiebusiness: Every situation is different. But no one will ever

come to ur blog unless they see u committed there first. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:40 am NatGoodSoaps @SoapPrizes, I use FB to help navigate "likers" to my blog and

newsletter. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:40 am anniesgoathill I find personal experiences are great for content when you can

connect them to your business, helps tell a story.  #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:40 am INDIEbusiness Q5 DO YOU SHARE PERSONAL LIFE EVENTS IN YOUR

NEWSLETTER OR BLOG? HOW DO YOU DRAW THE "PERSONAL

LIFE" LINE? #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:40 am itiba @NatGoodSoaps I think there can be overkill. Pinterest is the latest

one and I am sick of social media right now #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:40 am SoapCoach RT @NatGoodSoaps: It does take time to understand how to link all

of the social media -it's a wonderful thing once done #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:40 am HandmadeChat Q5 DO YOU SHARE PERSONAL LIFE EVENTS IN YOUR

NEWSLETTER OR BLOG? HOW DO YOU DRAW THE "PERSONAL

LIFE" LINE? #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:41 am SarasSoaps A4 I've written about holiday-related trips with some pictures. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:41 am NatGoodSoaps Q5a: I use personal if relevant to my business. I don't share

everything because private is private. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:41 am INDIEassist A5: Absolutely - a personal connection to a brand is a powerful force.

Perhaps THE most powerful connection #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:41 am SarasSoaps #handmadechat Hey everyone! Just getting here and jumping in.

2012-07-06 12:41 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach A5 I tend to share more abt my personal life via social

media than blog posts/newsletters.  #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:41 am mayaindia @NatGoodSoaps can we get another class? Linking all of the Social

Media... #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:41 am INDIEbusiness @itiba I tire of social media too. But this isn't about social media, it's

about marketing. Use social media to market. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:42 am SarasSoaps A5 I share some personal events, but usually those that directly affect

my business, like when we moved. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:42 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach A5 from most --> least personal: Twitter, FB,

Newsletter, Blog . Not intentional. just how it comes out naturally #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:42 am NatGoodSoaps I.E I had a slow down in blogs etc due to personal stuff going on-when

I bounced back I mentioned I was ok and now ready.  #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:42 am SoapPrizes A5 We definitely share some personal stories because we are family

run and started by my 7 year old #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:42 am INDIEassist @sarassoaps Yay! Howdy! :) #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:42 am SoapCoach Q5 You have to know your limits. But people feel like they can

connect more and know the inside scoop. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:42 am INDIEbusiness A4 I include personal touches in blog and newsletter when it's

relevant to make a point and so customers get to know me a bit. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:42 am SoapCoach RT @SarasSoaps: A5 I share some personal events, but usually

those that directly affect my business, like when we moved. #

handmadechat
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2012-07-06 12:43 am YouScentMe For me, holiday products, fragrances did not sell at all.n #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:43 am SoapCoach RT @SoapPrizes: A5 We definitely share some personal stories

because we are family run and started by my 7 year old #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:43 am NatGoodSoaps @mayaindia I need at least 5 hours with you ladies! LOL #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:44 am SarasSoaps A friend recommended Zemanta to me. Free download, and it offers

pictures based on content & you can link to other blogs... #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:44 am smellgoodslady @anniesgoathill Indeed. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:44 am anniesgoathill A5 Some personal information is good content.  People get to know

who you are, what you are about.   #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:44 am donnaderosa Q5 Act like you would in normal conversation with someone new. You

wouldn't tell them too much personal info. But you share. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:44 am LiveLoveDew @INDIEassist @itiba Ego boost is good! lol  But I understand, I'll keep

it up and be more consistent. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:44 am SoapCoach RT @SarasSoaps: A4 Ive written about holiday-related trips with

some pictures. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:45 am NatGoodSoaps I have 3 twitter accts for that purpose. 1 for personal the other 2 for

my business'.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:45 am LiveLoveDew RT @NatGoodSoaps: @mayaindia I need at least 5 hours with you

ladies! LOL #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:45 am INDIEassist @indiebusiness It's extremely valuable too, especially because the

people you reach are balancing the same things. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:45 am SkinCaringSoaps A5: You need some personal info so that the customer identifies to

you. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:45 am SoapCoach RT @anniesgoathill: A5 Some personal information is good content. 

People get to know who you are, what you are about.   #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:45 am INDIEbusiness @AlaiaWilliams My newsletter is the most personal and intimate

publication I offer. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:45 am SoapCoach RT @NatGoodSoaps: I have 3 twitter accts for that purpose. 1 for

personal the other 2 for my business.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:45 am SarasSoaps This, of course, means other blogs can link back to urs. It's really

driven traffic for 1 of my blogs, not so much my biz one. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:45 am LiveLoveDew RT @INDIEbusiness: @itiba I tire of social media too. But this isn't

about social media, it's about marketing. Use social media to market.

#HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:45 am itiba @INDIEbusiness for me, a class on how to do that when you ARE the

business is what I need. 2 much & I am feeling stressed #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:46 am SoapCoach Q6 HOW DO YOU LINK YOUR BLOG AND NEWSLETTER TO

"CROSS POLLINATE" CONTENT TO DIFFERENT GROUPS? #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:46 am anniesgoathill A5 I like to do farm pictorials.  Animal care related.  Customers know I

really do milk the goats, part of biz.   #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:46 am INDIEbusiness RT @SoapCoach Q6 HOW DO YOU LINK YOUR BLOG AND
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NEWSLETTER TO "CROSS POLLINATE" CONTENT TO

DIFFERENT GROUPS?  #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:46 am NatGoodSoaps my personal Twitter so far is my obsession with the #2012Olympics!

LOL #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:46 am HandmadeChat RT @SoapCoach Q6 HOW DO YOU LINK YOUR BLOG AND

NEWSLETTER TO "CROSS POLLINATE" CONTENT TO

DIFFERENT GROUPS? #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:47 am SoapCoach Q6 Your blog posts can be links in your newsletter to get them back to

your site #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:47 am NatGoodSoaps Blog is on my website and newsletter is sent via mailchimp so I

connect back to website/blog. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:47 am Nyah_Beauty RT @SoapCoach: Q6 Your blog posts can be links in your newsletter

to get them back to your site #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:47 am INDIEbusiness @INDIEbusiness A6 Share a short, original article in the newsletter,

and link to fuller explanation at the blog. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:48 am NatGoodSoaps I have blog post titles with links back to my website and the actual

posting. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:48 am INDIEassist RT @soapcoach: Q6 HOW DO YOU LINK YOUR BLOG AND

NEWSLETTER TO "CROSS POLLINATE" CONTENT TO

DIFFERENT GROUPS? #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:48 am INDIEbusiness A6 Can also link from newsletter to FaceBook, especially if there is

good engagement there. Get even more using newsletter. #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:48 am SoapCoach RT @INDIEbusiness: A6 Share a short, original article in the

newsletter, and link to fuller explanation at the blog - YES! #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:48 am anniesgoathill A6 My blogs are linked together, and I share blog posts (and link to

them) on my newsletter as well.   #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:48 am SoapCoach RT @NatGoodSoaps: I have blog post titles with links back to my

website and the actual posting. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:49 am smellgoodslady @INDIEbusiness A5 Yes. I make sure it ties into the business. I also

did my first vlog recently. That made a great impact. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:49 am itiba explain the difference between a FB comment and a blog comment? r

they weighted differently? #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:49 am anniesgoathill RT @SoapCoach: RT @NatGoodSoaps: I have blog post titles with

links back to my website and the actual posting. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:49 am Nyah_Beauty RT @INDIEassist: RT @alaiawilliams: FB posts  have a lifespan of

18hrs or less.I don't go digging on FB, but will look at blog archives #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:50 am smellgoodslady @itiba @natgoodsoaps It can be a bit frustrating. Use the ones that

work best for your brand. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:50 am INDIEbusiness A6 Each time you do this, look for opportunities to answer questions

that help your customers and share your products. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:50 am SoapCoach Q7 DO DISCUSSIONS ON TWITTER OR YOUR FACEBOOK PAGE

INSPIRE NEWSLETTER CONTENT? HOW? #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:50 am AlaiaWilliams @SoapCoach A6 I tweet out (and sometimes FB) when I have a new

post or newsletter then share key points throughout the week #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:50 am SoapPrizes @smellgoodslady @INDIEbusiness Videos are great. I have "the

boss" do videos since she can't spell well yet ;-) #handmadechat
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2012-07-06 12:51 am INDIEbusiness Cross pollination is critical. @MarthaStewart is a master at it. If you

want to see how it's done, subscribe to her stuff. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:51 am SoapCoach @INDIEbusiness: A6 Each time you do this, look for opps to answer

questions that help your customers & share your products #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:51 am SarasSoaps A6 I don't actually cross the two. D'oh! I link both to FB and Twitter.

Sparks an idea I hadn't thought about. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:51 am INDIEbusiness RT @SoapCoach Q7 DO DISCUSSIONS ON TWITTER OR YOUR

FACEBOOK PAGE INSPIRE NEWSLETTER CONTENT? HOW? #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:51 am HandmadeChat RT @SoapCoach Q7 DO DISCUSSIONS ON TWITTER OR YOUR

FACEBOOK PAGE INSPIRE NEWSLETTER CONTENT? HOW? #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:52 am NatGoodSoaps A7: Yes it sure can! i.e. natural vs. organic, handmade soap vs

supermarket bought soap etc. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:52 am SoapCoach @AlaiaWilliams Me too. Sometimes on twitter I do it intermittently

throughout the month a link to a blog post  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:52 am anniesgoathill A7 Definitely - conversations with anyone sparks content ideas. 

Really listen to what you hear, it is awesome. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:52 am bisa_chan RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @SoapCoach: Q4 HOW DO YOU USE

HOLIDAYS AND SPECIAL OCCASIONS AS #NEWSLETTER

CONTENT INSPIRATION? #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:52 am smellgoodslady RT @donnaderosa: Q5 Act like you would in normal conversation with

someone new. You wouldn't tell them too much personal info. But you

share. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:52 am SoapCoach RT @SarasSoaps: A6 I dont actually cross the two. Doh! I link both to

FB and Twitter. Sparks an idea I hadnt thought about. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:52 am smellgoodslady RT @SkinCaringSoaps: A5: You need some personal info so that the

customer identifies to you. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:52 am INDIEassist RT @soapcoach: Q7 DO DISCUSSIONS ON TWITTER OR YOUR

FACEBOOK PAGE INSPIRE NEWSLETTER CONTENT? HOW? #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:52 am AlaiaWilliams To #HandmadeChat you all have been great, but I must hit the road.

'night!

2012-07-06 12:52 am Nyah_Beauty RT @INDIEbusiness: Cross pollination is critical. @MarthaStewart is

a master at it. If you want to see how it's done, subscribe to her stuff.

#HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:52 am Nyah_Beauty RT @SoapPrizes: @smellgoodslady @INDIEbusiness Videos are

great. I have "the boss" do videos since she can't spell well yet ;-) #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:53 am INDIEbusiness A7 Absolutely! If your customers are talking about something, it

means it matters to them. Use it! #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:53 am NatGoodSoaps RT @AlaiaWilliams: To #HandmadeChat you all have been great,

but I must hit the road. night! THANKS FOR JOINING!! #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:53 am SoapCoach @AlaiaWilliams Thanks for sharing...hope to see you next week! #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:53 am INDIEbusiness @AlaiaWilliams Nice to see you, Alaia. Thanks for sharing your ideas

and tips. Have a great night! #HandmadeChat
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2012-07-06 12:53 am SoapCoach RT @INDIEbusiness: A7 Absolutely! If your customers are talking

about something, it means it matters to them. Use it! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:54 am NatGoodSoaps A7: Take notes as to what customers are conversing about and

develop content around that.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:54 am jesshibb @SoapPrizes Sounds like this #handmadechat is right up your alley.

:-)

2012-07-06 12:54 am itiba @smellgoodslady @natgoodsoaps for right now, that is FB and some

Twitter - #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:54 am LiveLoveDew @INDIEbusiness Besides buying and branding is there a preference

where you want them to go? Blog/Facebook/Website etc  #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:54 am SoapCoach RT @NatGoodSoaps: A7: Take notes as to what customers are

conversing about and develop content around that.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:54 am anniesgoathill @AlaiaWilliams Thank you for joining in on the chat! Have a

wonderful evening. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:55 am anniesgoathill Thank you for the valuable discussion @SoapCoach! Publishing

pertinent content is so important to a #handmade biz's success.  #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:55 am NatGoodSoaps @itiba: @smellgoodslady I use a few that work for me but need to

tighten it up a bit. #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:55 am anniesgoathill RT @SoapCoach: RT @NatGoodSoaps: A7: Take notes as to what

customers are conversing about and develop content around that.  #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:55 am INDIEbusiness @LiveLoveDew We go where our customers are, not the other way

around. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:56 am SkinCaringSoaps @LiveLoveDew I want them to go on my website. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:56 am SoapCoach @LiveLoveDew as I have learned from @indiebusiness point them

back to your blog/site with twitter/facebook/newsletter #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:56 am SarasSoaps RT @natgoodsoaps: A7: Take notes as to what customers are

conversing about and develop content around that.  #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:56 am INDIEbusiness Super discussion about content marketing, @soapcoach. Thanks for

leading us tonight! #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:56 am SarasSoaps RT @INDIEbusiness: A7 Absolutely! If your customers are talking

about something, it means it matters to them. Use it! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:57 am INDIEbusiness OK, it's brag time everyone -- share a link to where we can go to

subscribe to your blog or newsletter! Go! #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:57 am SoapCoach @Indiebusiness it was my pleasure...I learned so much from

everyone who participated too! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:57 am donnaderosa Yes, thank you! RT @INDIEbusiness: Super discussion about content

marketing, @soapcoach. Thanks for leading us tonight! #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:57 am itiba GN all! Thx 4 tips & direction w/ blog. Learned a lot 2nite. Be Blessed!

#HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:57 am SoapPrizes Thanks! RT @INDIEbusiness: Super discussion about content

marketing, @soapcoach. Thanks for leading us tonight! #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:57 am NatGoodSoaps RT @INDIEbusiness: Super discussion about content marketing, 

@soapcoach. Thanks for leading us tonight! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:57 am mayaindia Thanks @SoapCoach. Be on the look out for my blog real soon! #
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handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:57 am INDIEbusiness Subscribe to IBN's newsletter here http://t.co/8127378r #

HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:58 am NatGoodSoaps http://t.co/4nuNO4e2 #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:58 am SoapCoach RT @INDIEbusiness: OK, its brag time everyone -- share a link to

where we can go to subscribe to your blog or newsletter! Go! #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:58 am NatGoodSoaps RT @SoapCoach: @Indiebusiness it was my pleasure...I learned so

much from everyone who participated too! WOO HOO!! #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:58 am YouScentMe Interesting about going where your customers are since mine like FB

most.n #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:58 am SoapCoach You can get my newsletter by subscribing on my home page 

http://t.co/soMoxY8L #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:58 am INDIEbusiness RT @NatGoodSoaps: http://t.co/RNVS1XYT // That's Melissa's blog!

#HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:58 am INDIEbusiness RT @SoapCoach: You can get my newsletter by subscribing on my

home page http://t.co/2IbMq96v #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:59 am INDIEbusiness @YouScentMe I'm on FaceBook more than I otherwise would be --

because my members are there! #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:59 am SoapCoach A great one I might add! RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @NatGoodSoaps: 

http://t.co/uMPf6V5a // Thats Melissas blog! #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:59 am NatGoodSoaps Thanks @INDIEBusiness I forgot TweetChat creates links.. #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:59 am INDIEbusiness Next chat, Thurs, 7/12, 8p ET; @anniesgoathill leads Organizing Your

Day For Maximum Productivity #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:59 am SkinCaringSoaps Thanks a lot for the great discussion! My blog is almost ready to open.

I am exited! You all gave me lots of precious ideas!  #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:59 am INDIEbusiness Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so we can make our chat

even more useful for you http://t.co/dGti6N6j #HandmadeChat

2012-07-06 12:59 am SoapCoach RT @INDIEbusiness: Next chat, Thurs, 7/12, 8p ET; @anniesgoathill

leads Organizing Your Day For Maximum Productivity #

handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:59 am SarasSoaps http://t.co/ppIv3nOM and subscribe to my newsletter here: 

http://t.co/I5wnj3aq #handmadechat

2012-07-06 12:59 am NatGoodSoaps @SoapCoach, I love yours!! Great blogs and newsletters.  #

handmadechat
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